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me ~a.¶toPal development network exists principally as a means OF 

information exchange. It allows Field Staff to oompare experiences 

between countries an* ta see Ihat researchers are thinking WithoUt 

auaiting wentua1 academic publication. *or Consultants and academic 

analysts, thqnetwork provides a Forum For bringing mu approaches and 

COnCePtS to a wider audience. These p”Pposes are served by the 

rout.ine CirCUiatio” Of papers 0” specific topics, such as tho5e 

accompanying this article. 

However, at times it is also useful to pause for stocktaking 

(occasio”ed in this instance by a change in editorial responsibility 

FOP the network). What general lessons emerge From two decades of 

attempted assistance to pastoral peoples? Are there new CO”CeptS an* 

approaches which can be applied within Field studies? What are the 

likely directions for future research? This paper attempts ta answer 

these three questions. It sets wt. some 15 major themes Mdch 3eem 

relevant FOP understanding contemporary pastoral development. About 

half are generally applicable, and about half are specific ta Africa. 

The themes which it is hoped Future network papers may explore are: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

flow to CcmpaPe systemic performance validly. 

Cost-effeotiveness of information acquisition. 

me future OF common property reso”rCeS. 

Why grazing blocks, gi-o”p ranches and aSSOCiatio”S tlaw 

failed. 

Servioe delivery systems suited to liwstock production. 

How to identify promising technical interventions. 

Dealing with seasonality and other oonstraints. 

me Sahel conundrum: Are there technical solutions? 

Recovery after drought: Policies an* Experience. 

me role OF “OnCOnYentional species. 

Labour and herding strategies. 

Studying pastoralists’ decision-making. 

The impact of militarization. 

Irrigation For- pastoralists. 

Consequences OF sedentarizatio”. 
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place. This is not in and Of itself worrying, except that me poorer 

half Of the population .x-ten are not in a position to safeguard their- 

entitlement an* so may lose access to grazing and water WhiCh they 

have enjoyed t-or generations. Purthermore. as JOdtm’S case (1985) from 

tile arid zone Of India demonstrates, me impact Of land reform (and other 

measures) my be quite different in regard to livestock production from 

its’effect I” Other SeCtorS. ““intended cansequences may impose “ega- 

tive costs nobody anticipated (see Francis, 1986, on Nigeria” land 

law). Among economists there is a V~BOLIO”S debate about CONDO” pro- 

perty wso”rces, yielding diverse theories for which ~~.storal 

sit”ations constitute a much-needed empirical test (Peters 1985). 

4. Orasing blocks, group ranches, and ranching associations have 

often been adopted in the past as devices for incorporating tradi- 

tional pastoralism into the oontemporary national ecommy. Research 

by OXby (1981), ILCR, Mot-is (1981) an* other network members makes it 

clear these institutional innovations ha”e hardl,’ e”e~ yielded the 

expected benefits. Most earlier attempts by the Colonial governments, 

and later by the “NDP and “SAID in the 196Os, had so little impact 

they cannot eve” be located accurately today. And yet there continue 

to be proposds for the formatian of still mot’e &ro”p ranches and 

grazing blocks (cf. Nigeria’s grazing reserves). It is SppaPent the 

enth”siasm does not arise from the pastoralists themselves, but 

instead originates from outsiders or from the national level, where it 

is felt the semi-nomadic way of life is doomed and must be superceded 

by some form of settled ranching. Of coume, range scientists can use 

the implicit notion of controlled stocking rates to defend the sup- 

posed benfits to be realized from group ranches, just as smiolo&ts 
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ranches in Kenya's Maasailand. Five years later (and a decade after 

the policy was adopted) ILCA’s researoh show the innovation itself 

did not bring the anticipated benefits (Evangelou 1984). Negative 

res”1t.s do represent a scientific contribution, but they do s deli- 

neate useful policy options (a task for which a scientific approach 

uninformed by technological imagination is unsuited). 

I” ILCA’s other zones -- the Ethiopian rangelands, the semi-arid 

Sahel, the Sub-humid zone, and the West Afrioan humid zone-- there 

were no commitments initially to particular interventions, and indeed, 

“one have emerged to date far the Sahel program “entered in Mall and 

Niger. In Nigeria, however, IlEA’s field mseat-ch teams started at 

what would be the middle stage if one had instead begun with basic, 

scientific research. While describing the larger environment, field 

teams undertook a rapid screening of possible interventions which far- 

mers found attractive Cvon Kaufman” 1983). This led to the concept of 

“fodder banks” for the sub-humid zone, and “alley farmi”@ for the 

forest area.3 (Sumberg 1984). 

Once the intervention was identified, intensive work was directed at 

measuring relevant parameters and creating a base of empirically- 

tested information -- in effect direoting research both downwards to 

the individual wmp~nent~ and “pwards into the generation of system- 

describing information. The key advantages which starting in the 

middle co”fers are, of cowse, that researchers gain rapid feedback 

to learn what farmers considw important, while obtaining a mean!3 for 

degiding which oomponents merit priority attzntion. Adequate technical 

research increases the field team’s understanding of their chosen 

intervention, even as they move into extending the concept to new 

settings and wider appliaatio”. 
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8. The Sahel conundrum CO"ti""e* to exert its fa*Ci"atio" upon ana- 

lysts, and oo"ti""es ta frustrate the attempts by donors and "atfonal 

governments to *timu1ate livestook deYelopme"t I" the semi-arid zone 

Of Afrioa. The declining average trend in rainfall and forage produo- 

tivity OYer "*St at-e** Of the Sahel OO"ti""eS ""abated. The dPo"ghtS 

Of 1972-73 and of 1983~84 repre*ent only extreme events within a 

larger scenario OF drier years, made more eddent. by the fact that the 

19509 and 19609 experiencsd a wetter than average trend (Nicholson, 

1984). There are *hart-tern ‘~501utionsr~ based upon better distribution 

of grazing (perhaps “anatyd by producers’ associations rather than by 

bureaucratic outsiders), or re-equipping pastora1ists after drought. 

But technical experts are divided OY~P the larger issue of whether in 

the long run the Sahel can, in fact, s”pport its present 1I~estock and 

human populations. Syntheses of teohnical research from the zone -- 

notably by Penning de Yries, de Ridder, and Wilson -- document the 

*everity of the constraints, hut leave ““Certain whether el-rectiw 

technical interventions yet exist. Of COUPse, if a much 1ouer 

stooking density were feasible and people did not utilize livestock 

products fm- food, a less damaging production system might be insti- 

tuted (copying the commercialized beef ranching of Texas DP 

Australia). However, the alternative system wxld have a lower 

biomass per hectare and a lower human carrying capacity, making them 

far less attt’active as a means of supporting the region’s present 

population*. Hot ~o”tro”ersy still exists among well informed obser- 



The post-drought period has seldom been adequately studied in relation 

to the emergency measures adopted during the drought. me key policy 

issue is how to get households out of a situation of continuing depen- 

dency as rapidly and cheaply as possible. It is ironic that while we 

have good documentation on declining production trends as the 1983-84 

drO”ght intensified, the extreme conditions bPO”ght about a CeSSatio” 

Of field observation which might have documented reCO”ePy. It seems 

that scientists have missed opportunities to document the Pesiliency 

Of “.aPicJ”S systems aftw a dPO”ght i9 past. Rates Of PeCOVePY seem to 

vary between e”“iro”me”ts. and within envirmments between species 

(camels vs. cattle VS. smallstock~. The immediate po3t drought period 
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CiS.llZ~tlO”. The entry OF livestock into a oommeroia1 system emptm- 

sizing end Sale rather than conti”“ing utilisation oan make a dramatic 

dmnge in herders’ livelihood, superceding earlier forms of entitle- 

ment which Were based on the .s”bSiSte”Ce use OF animals. I” addition 

the WithdPawal Of adolescent children to attend SChDOl dirniShSS the 

household labour Force and may particularly affectbovcalves are tended. 

'Phi% transition will not be evident from a mwe inspection OF pastora- 

lists' herds. 

Ensminger (1985) has documented the decreased viability of Kenya's 

orma pastora1ists under a Sit"atio" Of rapid commercializatio", just 

as DILeary (1984) describes For the Rendilk. one has only to see 

mat nappene* to the Skolt L.WTh"dWS production system 

(traditionally based on reindeer herding) in only a Few seaso"~ to 

become aware OF the *angers (Pelt0 1913). 

12. Decision-making among semi-nomadic households need* to be 

investigated empirically, rather than deduoti~ely (as in economics~ or 

retrospectively (as in traditional anthropology). AS Fry and McCabe 

(network paper 22b) argue, macro cmrveys tend to delineate an over- 

simplified, schematic pictwe of movement patterns. When tested by 

incorpOration into policy advice, schematic diagrams of grazing move- 

ments (typically show” by bold,-ace wrows superimposed on a map) 

usually turn mt to have little ,mdictive value (Dyson-Hudson 1972). 

Actual movements observed at the mioro level reflect the changing 

matrix of proximate circumstances: a herder's labour availability; the 

current status of Food, water, and disease; the threat of raiding; the 

kfdW'8 past experience and persons.1 knowledge; the disposition Of 

r-amine relief; and so Forth. 

In the past, attempts to represent producers~ decision-making relied 

heavily upon linear optimisation employing an input-output model; 0P 

else utilized a monthly, Farm budgetting approach. Neither approach 

was suited to analysis of the type of sequential and dynamic decision- 

making over the oowse of a season Which is exhibited by Africa” 

pastora1ists. HOW herding deoisions are actually Peached CO”ld be 

studied more effeotivel,' (though requiring intensive coverage) by iden- 
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as keeping cattle. 

CONCLUSION 

mere are, however, some genera1 conclusions Suggested by this brief 

overview of directions in research and policy. It does seem that the 

cOmpO”e”tS in the systems we are dealing with are interconnected and 

i”tZ?PaCtiYe. systems OF this kind at-e likely to be resistant to 

planned control, since any single initiative may be counteracted by a” 

array of interlinked Factors and conditions. Where many of the tre”$s 

are negative, as at pPeSe”t (with drought., mi1itarization, an* econa- 

mic deterioration all overlayered upon each others, e”en Sensible and 

necessary policies may Fail ta show any impact. 

0” the pOsiti”e side, there am hints of a coming “paradigm shift” 

based on a more accwate knowledge of the constituent systems. It is 

time to mO”e away from simplistic, ded”Cti”e mguments based upon con- 

cepts of the “tragedy of the commons” and “carrying capacity” towards 

more differentiated analysis of individual systems. me deductive 

arg”me”t9 which predominated in past analysis apply everywhere: they 

are at the same time powerful and trivial, since tney r-ail to discri- 

minate between 9lt”atlo”s encountered at the local level, and po1ioies 

based upon them have bee” totally ineffective. Setter ways of 

measuring pe~Forma”ce and Of understanding how local systems actually 

work are at hand, than@, some of us may Find it pain!-ul and diffioult 

to reForm”late our accustomed analytic Framewarks. At long last, 

Field research of a multi-diciplinary nature is beginning to document 

the critical Factors which account For the persistence of semi-nomadic 

pastora1ism under ad”erSe conditions. 
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